THE LAST OF US
PART II
ELLIE
COSPLAY GUIDE
In The Last of Us Part II, Ellie's story continues roughly five years after the events of the first game. She's now 19 and has found stability and routine in the community of Jackson, Wyoming. However, despite that time and relative peace, she's still a capable and self-reliant survivor of the cordyceps pandemic. She favors function, but her rebellious spirit comes through in her well-worn sneakers, jeans, overshirt, and backpack.

*This cosplay guide depicts imagery of artistic renders of in-game content.*
FACE | CLEAN

KEY TRAITS
- Freckles
- Green Eyes
- Auburn Hair
- Scar through her right eyebrow
A light layer of dirt covers Ellie's forehead, cheeks, and neck. Small specks of blood fleck the right side of her face down to her neck.
Blood runs down the left side of Ellie’s face coming from a wound beneath her hairline. Additional blood splatter covers the left side of her neck and extends to her collarbone.
Ellie’s hair is half pulled back and away from her face with a simple, dark-colored hair tie. With the exception of a long strand that falls down the left side of her face and another that slightly obscures her left ear, the rest of her hair is haphazardly tucked behind her ears.
Ellie wears an altered long-sleeve faded blue denim work shirt. Core details include the pearlescent buttons and frayed short sleeves. Her shirt is worn but not tattered. Her undershirt is an off-white crew neck. Her shirt is lightly soiled, stained, and weathered from use.
Ellie wears faded blue denim jeans. There is natural wear and tear on the thighs, below the knees, and on the back of the legs from riding horseback. The bottom of the jeans are dusted with dirt.
BACKPACK

Ellie carries a sun-bleached black canvas bag. There is a round tear on the front pocket and another, smaller tear on the right shoulder strap. She uses her bag as a quiver for her arrows, a makeshift holster for her rifle, and a sheath for a machete.
BACKPACK

SUEDE LEATHER BOTTOM

SUN BLEACHED BLACK CANVAS

PINS
- Gold Shield Wings Pin (Tamished)
- Rocket Pin with moon back and subtle yellow highlights

BAG FEATURES
- FRONT LARGE POCKET
- INTERNAL SIDE POCKET WITH ZIP
- CANVAS HAUL HANDLE
- COMPRESSION STRAPS ON EITHER SIDE
Ellie wears a bracelet, a gift from Dina, on her right wrist. The bracelet’s charm features hamsa, a symbol of protection, with an embedded evil eye.

**BRACELET DETAILS**
- HAMSA CHARM (TARNISHED METAL)
- EVIL EYE EMBED (PAINTED GLASS)
- STRAPS (BROWN AGED LEATHER WITH A STRING TO FASTEN)
- TWO SAPPHIRE BEADS (TRANSLUCENT GLASS ON THE MIDDLE STRAP)
Ellie’s tattoo wraps almost completely around her right forearm, covering her bite mark scar. The head of the moth and top of the wings are directly on top of the scar.
Ellie's tattoo consists of a hand drawn detailed moth with a solid, small leafed fern and a hollow, larger leafed fern.
Ellie carries a small, Italian Mini Stiletto Bayonet with a wood handle and ivory inlay.
Ellie’s polished wood bow features black limb tips with the top tip wrapped with brown leather that is sewn on and secured with a charm with three beads. Her arrows have black and white striped feathers with homemade string attaching the metal arrowhead to the shaft.
Ellie carries a walnut brown hunting rifle with textured engraved grips on the grip and forestock.
Ellie sometimes equips an enemy’s dropped machete. This machete features a long, curved blade, typically meant to cut through rough terrain and undergrowth. The blade has some weathering and rust, and the handle is made of aged wood.
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